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Entropy = Expansion = Expression = Art = Love
Explained theoretically and elegantly. So simply ?
With science and art, easily. As we wander to infinity.
With every moment that passes, in thoughts, our mind’s tree,
Amplifying our personality. In the past, the future and now ?
All binded in complementarity, in day and night, somehow,
To our Sun and the stars, the river of Time, we bow.

Studies : Particle Physics and Quantum Mechanics, since 2003.
- Studied at Henri Poincaré University, Nancy, France -

Photography and Chinese Martial Arts, since 2004.
Also : Programing, since 2018.
A Lighter Theory, School of Tao and Programing : www.rubenarth.com
Photography : www.rubenhart.com
Cover © Ruben Hart, shot on 35mm film.
Hand developped & bleached - colours adjusted.
Some discoveries can be strong the first time we read them.
But they are all amazing and will make you just as amazing.
If you feel dizzy : fresh water on your face is best.
It will slow down your heart rate.
This is called : the mammalian dive reflex.
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Day 1 - Theory Of Everything
For the long line of scientists, we enter the dream :
Connecting quantum mechanics and celestial mechanics -astrophysics.
But how can we connect our two worlds ?
-

The strangely small : a ‘quantum’ : a small ‘quantity’ of energy, particles, atoms,
with Max Planck, Niels Bohr, Erwin Schrödinger, Richard Feynman and co.
The infinitely big : planets, stars, all the galaxies, the Universe, ∞,
with Isaac Newton, Albert Einstein, Edwin Hubble, Stephen Hawking and co.

This is the main purpose in all of physics, understanding how atoms and galaxies work
together. To create a : Unified Field Theory. The Universe can be imagined like an
infinite field stretching all around us. In Science, born 5000 years ago, one goal, find the:

src-source: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Theory_of_everything ⇐ you can click on all links

The theory to understand how atoms and galaxies created us living species.
This is the one and only plot in science : Understand life, Nature and our Universe.
No time for conspiracies… conspiracies are just simplifications of complex problems,
created with random patterns that don’t match reasonable observation. Wasted efforts.
It is not recommended to focus on random patterns. They usually lead nowhere.
A new theory must match other verified theories, to create models which work
for the entire universe, not a subjective feeling that only works for a few people.
To feel better and reassured in the difficult moments of life :
In the ‘’International Space Station’’, the ISS, there are Americans, Russians, Chinese and
all countries with an: Astro-naut (US), Cosmo-naut (Russia), Taiko-naut (China),
Vyoma-naut (India) and co… A Navigator of Space. Like you at night.
From the Greek ‘-naut’: ‘navigator’ and for ex: in Sanskrit ‘-vyoman’, ‘ !योमन् ’ : ‘sky-space’.

In science we share new findings and theories to benefit everyone.
It is highly enjoyable to get out of the world of fears : Made up conspiracies, wrong infos,
biased and transformed data to fit a dubious theory. ‘Fast food’ for the brain...
Wrong measurements creates wrong interpretation.
Correct measurements creates correct interpretation.
An unbreakable mathematical equation. So we must measure Nature well, take our time
and analyse from all angles what we read, see and even what we think.
Nothing should come out of our mouth before we verified everything.
Everything you’ll learn here, the languages of the Universe, will work all your life.
Once we understand the universal codes, life becomes easier and more predictable.
The main code of nature is mathematics : l + l = ll, everywhere in the Universe.
Everything in life brings us closer to understanding ourselves. It’s the only purpose
of Art, Science and Philosophy. All people with a nice life on Earth say these nice things :
‘’We study -a subject- to understand ourselves more.’’
‘’Studying -anything- is a lifetime personal voyage.’’
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Day 2 - Update to Life v.2.0.20
Going through Time, from 1700 to 2020, in history, art, philosophy, litterature,
chemistry, physics and music is fascinating and - minus the wars - motivating.
To update ourselves, here are the most advanced humans instruments today :
-

We have robots on Mars.
We have a picture of a black hole from another galaxy, M87. Messier 87.
A picture of the early universe: Cosmic Microwave Background. Cf p.31
A picture of the first galaxies in the universe : Hubble Deep Field. Cf p.33
We have level 2 and 3 autonomous electric cars: Tesla, Hyundai, Renault.
We can buy home robots: Sony Aibo, Boston Dynamics Spot Mini.
We have exoskeletons, robot skeletons to help disabled people.
Microsoft sells a holographic ‘augmented reality’: Hololens.
We can teleport atoms and molecules on short distances.
We can measure Time dilation as predicted by Einstein, depending on our
location on earth, we measure differences of : 0,00000001 seconds.
We can represent space in 6 Dimensions : Calabi-Yau Manifold. Cf p.29
We can read minds with a headset and make robots move remotely.
We can modify DNA and proteins with enzymes, with Crispr-Cas9.
We can print molecules with a ‘molecule printer’ and insert them in a cell, then
the mitochondria - the powerhouse of the cell - becomes the processor.
These are the Nanorobots : enhanced biological proteins.
Around 2030 we will be able to 3D print small living robots and around 2050 we
will be able to print humanoïd robots.
Today in 2019, Artificial Intelligence (AI) has the intelligence level of a cell.
Around 2025 it will have the capacity of a mice, in 2030 the intellectual level of a
human, and in 2050, the conscience of the entire planet.
In 2050 we won’t be able to tell humans from robots. People with a disability will
have low cost prosthesis and implanted AI. We will be enhanced humans.
In 2050 there will be, sorrowfully, less than 30% of wilderness left in Nature, the
rest will be domesticated/urbanised. Aspiringly, the wild parts will be highly
protected reserves to conserve the biodiversity of Earth. Without biodiversity,
DNA can die with only 1 bacteria or 1 virus. We need maximum biodiversity to
avoid extinction of all living species. On Mars, we’ll need to bring everyone.
A lot of people think it would be better if humans died, I did too when I was
younger, I admit. It is hard to witness Nature being destroyed. The problem is, in
the chain reaction of destruction: all plants, flowers, insects, fish, mammals and
only in the end, humans… Everything would die. Nothing would survive on Earth
except a few bacteria. Life would restart its long journey, again, like a cell in a
mother’s womb, growing over millions of years, all our efforts ruined ? A thought
well sad, depressive and suicidal. Beauty exists too. Let’s keep going. ( o´･ᴗ･`)o
‘’Because the Cosmos is also within us. We are made of star stuff.
We are a way for the Cosmos to know itself’’. Carl Sagan.
→ https://youtu.be/FT_nzxtgXEw?t=347

To avoid extinction of all Life, we continue. Moon before 2024. Mars before
2030, thanks to SpaceX and Nasa. Then, one day, Europa, one of the 79 moons of
Jupiter, where there’s an ocean so surely there are real aliens ! (\)(;,,;)(/)
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Day 3 Since the first places of spiritual gatherings, the first cities, around -10 000,
ex: Göbekli Tepe, the end of times has always been proclaimed for ‘tomorrow’… but,
“by following the path called tomorrow, we arrive on the square called never” Seneca, 4-65.
Many feel that we approach the end, we hear it all the time, online or offline.
But when we fear the future, we just fear our own death... then life always feels like the
end of times. It’s speculative, ancient thinking, classic emotions, but abstract worries.
Ex: “I see a comet pass far away, so everyone is going to die”. Sure, eventually. But these
two events have no direct link. If someone else sees the same comet and is going to eat
because they are hungry, it’s not because of the comet. The brain creates abstract links.
It’s the philosophy of Causality : everything happens for a reason. Cause⇒Effect.
Every effect has a cause, it’s: the event that happened before, and again before, etc.
Not what we feel. In Science, nothing can be speculative: ‘’I think that’’, ‘’I feel like’’.
Our animalistic instincts, primitive and reactive emotions blind us. It’s the -outdated‘reptilian’ brain model, the actual basal ganglia in 60’s neurology (our survival or ego).
To be modern, a person lives a better life by becoming objective and proactive.
Modern result: A comet comes from the rests of the formation of the solar system,
4.5 billion years ago. Millions of asteroïds (metal based) and comets (ice based) still
revolve around the sun. Ex: “Halley’s Comet”, a giant comet discovered in 1758, who
appeared in 1607, 1682… more than 30 times in ancient texts, since -600 !
But Edmond Halley, an astronomer, didn’t fear this supposed ‘bringer of death’ and he
predicted it would come back in 1758, which is simply : 1682+76. He was right (◑○◑)
It has a period of 75-76 years around the sun, a speed of 54,5 km/s at the perihelion
(closest to the sun : ‘helios’), and 0.81 km/s at the aphelion (furthest from the sun).
We can calculate everything. Its next perihelion passage : July 28th 2061.

Apocalypse NEVER
‘superior to’

Before 1700, nobody understood physics and chemistry well.
In the late 1600, a new era, a revolution was on its way… Among other findings :
The discovery of phosphorus, in 1669. Hennig Brand, an excellent alchemist at the time
was looking for the magnum opus, the philosopher’s stone, the vision of an infinite
universe… He boiled 5500 litres of urine because he thought there was a secret element
inside... it was phosphorus ! (^○^’) Also, phosphorus, is phosphorescent. Poor Brand, at
the moment he finished his laboratory experiment, after a lifetime of research… the
cristals of phosphorus in the dry urine ’illuminated’ themselves in front of him (゜。゜)
Like the decorative stars we stick on the wall or ceiling.
He was persuaded he found the philosopher’s stone… and like all other alchemists at the
time, they feared sharing their findings with others and coded all their research in
silly secret languages : an individualistic science. It was the dark ages of science.
Obviously, he achieved nothing with alchemy. But chemistry, ‘la Chimie’, was born:
“la chimie”, from the arab “al-kīmiyā” : “transmutation of earth”, or “black arts”.
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In our unconscious, it’s a source of fear and anxiety for all humans : Feeling alone
against others who want to hurt us, but all these feelings are just allegories of death.
We are not -supposed to be- lonely animals anymore, abandoned outside and in
danger. Anxiety has become a mental health disorder. The brain invents anxiety :
‘’I feel attacked, danger is near’’. Every human suffers from it : solitude, emptiness,
then paranoïa, psychosis, schizophrenia... Solitude can be hard. It’s our interior conflict :
Life & death, light & dark… (`~ . ~)ノ≡≡★_★===＼(~ . ~＼）
But we can transcend primitive fear thanks to reason, the : Age of Enlightenment.
Welcome to 1715. Introducing Masters: Newton, Descartes, Voltaire, Rousseau,
Jefferson. This ‘Siècle des Lumières’ transformed Earth in an Eden of Reason & Science.
Two of the most important moto of the ‘Lumières’. Also : Deism, to preserve the
concept of a unified universe, but anticlerical : without religious order.
The world of chemistry left the world of alchemy.
The world of astronomy left the world of astrology.
A lot of anger at the time, towards alchemists and astrologers, who became charlatans
to survive, mostly lying, using fake ‘secrets' to manipulate human emotions. ☜ (` o `)
To this day, still, people are captivated with the end of the world and death…
Each day : 150 000 babies, teenagers and adults leave their family and friends behind
them. This is 0.81% of the world population, per year. We pay our respects.
But 90% of these 0.81% die of health and medical problems. src: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mortality_rate
Down on the list, car accidents : 19 people par 100,000 = 0,019% of the world.
So, any other death, attack or accident, is inevitably under 0,019% of all humans.
Making it every day news? 300,000 new borns per day in 2019. These babies
survive at a rate of over 99% today. In 1800, 40% of babies were dying. From 2000 to
2017, maternal mortality went down 38% only by healing infections ! Today, less than
0,01% of women die from maternal mortality and 94% of these mothers dying as their
child is born are in developing countries, with little medecine and vaccines…
src: https://www.who.int/news-room/fact-sheets/detail/maternal-mortality

In 1800, we were 1 billion on the planet. 200 years later, almost 8 billion.
A human explosion of complexity and problems to resolve, but even with such an
explosion of life, we live in the most peaceful times ever, the most advanced, with the
fewest wars in human history. Around 50 conflicts in the world today, the lowest
number since 1945, 1918, 1814 etc. Humans always conquered things in endless battles.
We are living in the best age the Earth has never known.
Many new companies are solving problems and go towards renewebal energies.
When we say: “She/he is worth 1 billion”, it means: Their companies are worth 1 billion
around the planet, it’s invested in the entire world. It’s not on her or his direct account.
Money is being transfered every second. Thousands of people are living from it.
In good or bad hands, nobody can control this. If a few people don’t declare their money,
don’t let anxiety and paranoïa rule your thoughts, creating pointless conspiracies.
There will always be people who do business abusing humans, it has always existed,
they are not the majority and I believe AI will help us transcend this primitive stage.
[ -c°=°]-c
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Day 4 – Scientific Method
No other system on Earth can predict better results than science in the unification of
nature. Science unites everything effectively, with correct mathematics.
Everything works well between structures. Ex: messages, mobile phones, satellites and
the speed of rotation of Earth, 6 missions on the Moon, 4 robots on Mars and co.
Mathematics are usually the best tool in demonstration. Maths have unbreakable logic.
Good logic is acquired by learning, logic goes beyond rhetoric-the art of talking.
Scientists adapt their interpretation because observation and measuring tools give new
results. We progress with measurements & observation. Then, experiments must
work, be verifiable and repeatable, only then it becomes official. Simple. This is the :

`Scientific Method`
The most important principle of all Science. It is really just a way of thinking, in :
- Formal science : Mathematic, logic and computer science.
- Physical science : Classic and quantum physics, engineering.
- Biological science : Biology, medecine, neuroscience +20 others…
- Social science : Sociology, psychology, economy, demography, geography,
political science, history, anthropology, ethnology, ethnography, sexology,
gender studies, criminology and linguistics.
From Aristotle to Descartes, to us, the scientific method is your best friend.
Science touches all Life, nature, humans and also space, my personal favourite.
In University-Academy there are 2 types of studies: Sciences, or Arts.
Art and Science express the same concepts of Nature.
There are 7 Arts: architecture, sculpture, painting, music, litterature, scenic arts
(theatre, dancing) and cinema.
There is no total and innate creation, except a few genius accidents… and still. The best
creative method is : copy, adapt and improve. Even Einstein learned to count like
everybody else and his master theory : Relativity, has been proven thanks to his
professor : Minkowski. Technically, Minkowski invented the concept of space-time.
Before “Discourse on the method” by Descartes, published in 1637, before finding the
first documented chemical element: phosphorus in 1669, and before:
“Philosophiæ Naturalis Principia Mathematica”
Pronounced [prinkipia]. ‘’Mathematical Principles of Natural Philosophy’’.

By Isaac Newton, in 1687, everything was : “protoscience”, proto = primitive.
‘Principia’ by Newton is the greatest scientific book of all time : The invention of
Calculus: derivatives, integrals ∫ and Gravity, which “resolved the problem of the
movement of heavenly bodies”. True celestial mecanics, the birth of Astrophysics.
Newton studied Hermeticism a lot : alchemy, astrology, magic, kabbale. All the
scholastic-esoteric old systems : medieval philosophy. Which helped him develop
modern science. Hermeticism is interesting but very allegorical : symbolic, superstitious
and supernatural. Newton didn’t achieve anything in these domains.
Now, let’s move on to serious things, nature in… hyper-dimensions !
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Day 5 – Defining the Universe
Here we will define everything you need to know to become a master in Physics.
From the birth of our Universe, the Big Bang, to our human experience, to the end of
Time. In crescent order : from small to big, and timewise: from 0, to ‘now’, to ∞.
-

-

Big Bang = the original dimension, 0, a singularity. The origin of everything :
space, time, forms, all the humans and co. No limits… The singularity contains
and ‘projects’ all the dimensions : 0D→1D→2D→3D→4D (us)→5D→6D and co.
Quantum Fields = the primordial energetic fluctuations. The waves.
Strings = String Theory : a little string vibrating in 1D inside elementary
particles. The vibration of a : string/note/wave creates a particle. Cf p.26.
Elementary particles = electrons and quarks (inside protons & neutrons) Cf p.26.
The ‘living’ vibrations. The 3D versions of 1D strings.
Here, the abstract wavy geometry becomes real, we zoom out and waves
transform into classic matter : A corpuscle, or particle. Tiny energy balls.
It’s the famous: ‘wave-particle duality’, or : Complementarity of Nature.
Atoms = our bricks of life. We have approximately 1027 atoms in our body.
A nucleus : protons + neutrons, and around the nucleus: an electron cloud =
electricity = a magnetic and electric field = Electromagnetism.
Molecule = a pack, or chain of atoms, like DNA, proteins, sugar etc…
Cells = life with chromosomes, called ‘Eukaryotes’. DNA which divides in 2
constantly. DNA is our code which gives us our body, which we can modify.
↑

All living forms of life. Like us. Made of cells, molecules, atoms, little balls of
energy, everything above and we are also made of all these next things (☆.☆)
↓

-

-

Sun = a star, which is our gravitational center, which creates the solar system. It
burns Hydrogen (H) and Helium (He), the universe’s fuel.
H, the first atom of the universe, the main atom in our body.
Nebula = a cloud of : star stuff = star dust = cloud of atoms = the future ‘us’.
We are born from a nebula… long ago. Some stars die in an explosion called:
‘’Supernova‘’ and so they release all their atoms in the universe like clouds.
Inside a nebula, each atom reflects a photon/light of a different colour.
Galaxy = Billions of suns spinning around a black hole, like our Milky Way.
Cluster = A pack of galaxies, there are 54 galaxies in our ‘’Local Group’’.
Supercluster = A pack of clusters like our local group. There are 100,000
clusters inside our Supercluster, which is called the ‘’Laniakea Supercluster’’.
Observable Universe = our personal universe, our Big Bang bubble, where we
are each the centre. And you and I. Surrounded by billions of Galaxies, all
connected one to another like a web, called : ‘’supercluster filaments’’. Cf p.31
Multiverse = the structure made of all our personal Observable Universe
bubbles. And you and I, and everything else, a great big bubble bath. Cf p.18
Unified Field = the Absolute Universe. A field of force which maintains all
‘Standard Model’ forces: Gravity, Electromagnetism, Nuclear Strong and Weak.
The unified field is the whole Universe, with no real limits or borders.
Total unicity. Called Tao in Taoïsm, Tawhid in Islam, or Brahman in Hinduism :
‘’formless, but the birthplace of all forms in visible reality.’’ Vedas, 2000 BCE.
Impossible to describe as a physical entity, only with symbols : artistic, like your
personal religious symbols, or philosophy.
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Day 6 – Universal Concepts
1 & 2 work for the Absolute Universe.
1, 2, 3, 4 & 5, work for the Observable Universe.
Cf Definitions above.

1. Unity
The uni-verse is 1 system. Unique. Everything functions in 1 piece.
It’s the 1st principle of thermodynamics : the conservation of energy. It states :
The quantity of energy stays the same in the universe, no energy gets in or out in a
‘closed’, or ‘isolated’ system. All science rests on this principle.
“In Nature, nothing gets lost, nothing gets created, everything transforms”.
Antoine Laurent de Lavoisier, 1789

2. Infinity
Everything is infinite in the Universe, space, time, dimensions, every field of
elementary forces, photons, thoughts. Everything is infinite. Every word you can think
of will naturally be infinite and ‘’homogeneous’’ through nature. We say:
The universe is fundamentally homogeneous. Point a telescope in any direction,
you’ll see the same thing. Everything that happens here, happens elsewhere too.
3. The circle
The circle is the geometry of the Observable Universe, surrounded by π.
1. We start with the 1st dimension = an infinite line, only 1 coordinate : x.
Just x which starts at 0 and goes from -∞ to +∞ (no y or z).
Now curve this line on itself and you obtain an infinite circle of the size you want.
Atom = mini circle. Observable Universe = giant circle.
2. Then, you take this circle, and you make it spin on itself in a :
2nd dimension = 2nd coordinate (x, y) or (x, z)(you choose your reference).
You get a sphere. An empty ball, a real surface in 2D but curved on itself.
Eyes see life in 2D. Spheres of light go to each eye at many frames per second.
3. In 3D you add the 3rd coordinate (x, y, z) in cartesian coordinates (Descartes).
Our brain constructs 3D from multiple 2D spheres ↓ ಠ▃ಠ . Becoming volume.

The circle is the fundamental geometry of the Observable Universe.
We really live in a bubble. All atoms, objects, planets and co are fundamentally circular.
This is how you explain the Earth is round for example... Making a snowball round is
slightly easier than making a snowball pizza. Or it would have to spin really fast…
Or is the earth hollow ? Maybe Earth is a hollow pizza ? You can try to order such a pizza
at your local place and try to explain this misunderstanding to Italians.
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4. 4 dimensions
The measure of Time makes sense to us thanks to the index we give it to, ex: 5 am.
But we only understand life in 3 dimensions. The word ‘dimension’ is a human
invention but the fact the answer is ‘3’ is universal. In all the galaxies, every intelligent
and technological species will find 3. Even if they write ‘dimension’ or ‘3’ differently, the
universe we live in looks 3D. Beyond 3D, there is Time, which we choose to put in the 4th
dimension. Clocks give us the index of this 4thD to have a normal life with others.
The 4th coordinate (x, y, z, t), which gives us space-time : 3D + 1D.
Spacetime is the structure in which we float, our 3D volume expands in 4D, like a sort of
gravitational fluid. It’s the Einstein field equation:

Spacetime in one phrase. It doesn’t help us at all in everyday life, but how beautiful.
And the most stunning equation of all, by Einstein… Time dilation :

So simple and gorgeous. It says :
The difference in time Δt’ in the observer’s reference (you), is equal to the interval of
time Δt in the local reference (what you are looking at), divided by the square root of: 1,
minus the speed (of what you are looking at) squared, divided by the speed of light ‘c’
squared. It’s : Relativity. Everything is relative to something else.
The only thing that can change here is the speed of movement ‘v’ or the Time that
elapsed differently between what you are looking at: t, and you: t’.
Knowing we all dilate the time that passes, is magical and profound.
Ex: In the International Space Station, astronauts age less fast, by : -0,007 seconds every
6 months. Because the ISS goes fast around the Earth (v = 27,600 km/h).
The faster you go, the more mass you have or ‘quantity of movement’, and the slower
time gets. Thanks to: E = mc2, the more mass ‘m’ you have, the more energy ‘E’ you have,
so, the more you ‘curve’ space time (cf. space time picture, p.15). If you could go to the speed of
light : v = c, you would have so much energy, Space would curve so much, Time would
slow down…and stop ఠ_ಠ. You’d become a black hole…a singularity.
5. Speed of light, the photon
The limit of speed in 3D is: 299 792 458 m/s, in vacuum. Or simply : 300 000 km/s.
Ex: light -the photon, or gravity -the graviton, called : messenger particles, are the
primordial forces. Light, gravity and other bosons/messenger particles have no
mass, so no resistance, so they go at maximum speed : ‘the speed of light’. The limit
‘authorised’ by the Universe in 3D. Not in the hyperdimensions - the upper dimensions.
Here, in our Observable Universe, we are limited by the passage of time of the 4D, who
‘gives’ us Time at this precise speed in 3D… More in : Light, p.14 and Time, p.16.
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Day 7 - Duality - Complementarity
The Universe always works in a ‘dual’ sense (Latin ‘duo’ : two), or complementary.
Every axis has 2 directions. Going one way, allows you to go the other way :
Hot and cold, expand and contract, positive and negative electric charges, magnetic
poles, binary code 0 or 1, left-right, front-back, up-down. Duality has always been a well
known concept, ex: The famous Yin Yang: interior-Yin and exterior-Yang.
Now, going one way or the other in our life, is the same thing for the Universe.
We go to the same boundary : death, the eternal rest, alive in the landscape of Time.
But the whole Universe doesn’t stop there. Remember it has no real boundary.
Only our 3D Observable Universe bubble has a limit we call the Big Bang, but we know
the Absolute Universe was there before and will be there after.
Life has no defined direction, it simply extends, for ever expanding. Our life grows in a
360 degree sphere, our Observable Universe bubble, or ‘light ball’. Photons are the
direction and expansion of our bubble, they ‘stretch’ the Cosmos.
We are the center of our own universe bubble. In which direction is it going?
Official direction: infinity in 360 degrees. We really expand with the Cosmos.
But everyone and everywhere can be considered the center of a universe bubble.
We say : The Big Bang started everywhere. So also : inside you.
The Absolute Universe has no center. The center is : you, and everything else too !
What ? Imagine this : Where is the center of an infinite 1D line? Or a 2D infinite piece
of paper, or inside a 3D infinite ocean…? Answer: everywhere.
We are the center of our own cartesian coordinates (x, y, z), we are the point 0, we
are the coordinate (0, 0, 0) in 3D. Again, it’s relativity : everywhere is the coordinate
(0, 0, 0) and all the rest moves at a (x, y, z) distance from that center, you included.
We say that “the universe grows in all points of space”.
We are all the ‘creator’ and ‘creatrice’ of our personnal reality-bubble.
Everything we think, we feel and see outside, is actually and truly inside.
It’s the famous : ‘’I think, therefore I am’’ by Descartes, 1637.
We are what we think, mentally and physically. We ‘become’ what we see.
The brain creates 3D from 2D bubbles, the light spheres we get in our eyes. Cf The Circle p.10
This is also the famous red powder on the forehead of hindus, the Tilak, the ‘’third eye’’ of Shiva : the
universal knowledge. The third eye, or ‘all-seeing’ eye is : the brain.

Ex 1: Let’s use our imagination… if we lived in 2D and we would live on the surface of a
balloon, when we blow in the balloon, well, everything on the balloon surface stretches
from one another, at the same time ! So in 3D it’s the same…but in 3D. So everything
stretches around you in all directions and you stay the center of the bubble.
Ex 2: When another civilisation in another galaxy far far away measures the size of the
Universe, they find the same : 13.8 billion light years, but they are the center…
All the atoms construct our 3D, 4D, 5D and co. The Universe is an ensemble.
So every atom creates our reality: you, a lamp, water, a tree, your chair, an animal…
Then, everything is connected by the photon : light. “Wow”. Owen Wilson, 1968 - ∞.
Everything is ‘alive’ in our 3D Space, linked by Time in the 4D, which creates:
Space-Time, our life. An ocean of electromagnetic fluctuations, litterally an infinite
bubble bath which floats in the absolute, the: Unified Field.
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Day 8 - What is Love

` ENTROPY `
Entropy has multiple meanings…
The simple version is : the 2nd law of thermodynamics:
“The Entropy of a closed system can only increase”.
Entropy is: the quantity of ‘disorder’, or the quantity of ‘dispersion’, it’s like the
Cosmos is diluting. Technically, it means : the capacity of a closed system to transfer its
thermal energy into mechanical energy.
Ex: photons who make an atom move more rapidly. Like a microwave, it sends fast
waves, so a high frequency, 2.45GHz for the home micro-wave. This frequency, this
speed of the micro wave shakes the water molecule: H2O, in a rotation motion.
The electromagnetic field makes H2O move 2,450,000,000 times per second.
The electrons of H2O get energy from the micro wave, they get excited so they move
faster, so they become hotter. The ‘dispersion’ increases.
Everything hot : atoms move fast, ex : gazes or plasma (ultra hot liquid gaz, ex: a flame).
Everything cold: atoms move slower, ex : solid objects or ice.
Microwaves don’t damage food. They just transfer heat with waves instead of fire.
Simply, it means that a system, for ex: a glass with ice cubes, the classic exemple, the ice
cubes can only melt. The ice cubes cannot ‘not melt’.
So the ‘disorder’, the ‘dispersion’ increases.
We say that : The energy is ‘diffusing’ in the Universe. So entropy increases.
Ex : The end of the Universe, in 101000000000000+ years… will be the maximum entropy of
the Universe, the perfect equilibrium, no movements anymore.
So many years to enjoy our time! Whatever we do, we can only go towards more balance.

The mesmerising consequence: “Entropy is the direction of Time”.
Time goes in one direction for us : the future. It’s the direction of entropy which
increases, it’s the direction of expansion of the Cosmos, so time goes forward in 3D.
It’s the main rule which defines the meaning of our life : expansion into 4D.
The Universe is constantly expanding. This is its only ‘purpose’ in our 3D life.
This sensation of external and internal expansion, is entropy o(´･ᴗ･`)o
Contemplating these thoughts really helps to reflect on our personal life… while you walk,
lie down, sit or stand, think of calming memories, slow down the heartbeat, listen well to
the entire body and focus on this expansion, it’s simply called : meditating.
Then, imagine that all objects and all atoms go through the same expansion… Even ‘empty’
space, understanding well it is not empty, it is just electromagnetism at minimum level, we
call it : zero point energy. It’s a minuscule electric current, emptiness’s ‘background buzz’.
An advanced and secret meditation technique:
To see the light of the brain, lie down, at day or night. Close your eyes, and they will
automatically create ‘patterns’, structures, light flashes. The brain tries to find a structure
to understand emptiness, so it invents 2D-3D ‘images’ with light. We can learn to see or
read these ‘awakened thoughts’, aka : dreams. I never go over 8h.
It’s so nice and important to have a good sleep (*^-^)
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Day 9 What connects : all the atoms between each other to form molecules, electricity in our
body, memory, our thoughts and dreams, our electronic devices, the sun, the expansion
of the Universe, the 3rd dimension, the passage of Time ?
Our best friend, the :

`PHOTON`
The ‘particle’ of electromagnetism - light. The photon is responsable for:
electricity and magnetism, which connects all atoms between two electrons.
Also, for showing us the future. Which comes from the stars, it’s the…sun in the morning.
The future tells us mainly to get up and do something. Photons allows us to see, with
the electromagnetic spectrum:

← The photons can be very energetic, slightly dangerous: UVs (tanning), X-Ray, Gamma.
and less energetic, so not dangerous: Visible light, micro-waves, the radio →

-

Humans can only see from 400 to 700 nanometers with their eyes.
We can capture the rest with telescopes, microscopes, hospital tools etc…
The photon doesn’t weight anything, so it goes at maximum speed allowed.
The photons contain the vibrations of the Big Bang in the Cosmic Microwave
Background. There is 1% of this original energy left in us. Cf picture and sound ! p.31
Photons get in and out of the electrons (with a colour), as shown here,
connecting two atoms through this bond, called : the covalent bond. Cf p.27
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-

-

-

Photons are the origin of life.
Absorbed by the chlorophyl (the green part of plants !) inside tiny
cyanobacteria, they litterally eat the light to create sugar, the origin of all food on
Earth, and they release oxygen, this is : photosynthesis.
The origin of our own evolution. Like a human growing from an embryo.
Photons don’t age. For a photon, time doesn’t pass.
The passage of Time is for us in 3D. But in the perspective of a photon in 4D, at
the maximum speed possible… the Universe doesn’t move. The same photons
which created the Universe are the same photons around us today.
It is strange, I know. This ‘light cloud’ can be called ‘the great memory’.
Photons adapt to their path. They follow space time in straight lines, but they
curve with gravity, as shown on this really 90’s looking computer model :

© Christopher Vitale

Space time is a ‘fluid’, a field of force in 4D which bends like this.
Here represented in 3D. We call the ‘straight’ but curved lines : geodesics.
The bigger the mass, the more space-time ‘curves’ internally.
A black hole is a ‘ball’ of ‘infinite’ mass, thus, an infinite internal curvature.
So everything stops inside a black hole : light, space and time.
It’s a : singularity. Or gravitational singularity. Just like the Big Bang.
It’s an open wall, a portal, a sort of ‘’communication system between dimensions’’.

-

Photons communicate between dimensions, like all particles. Photons
disappear when they touch an electron from an atom and reappear when it is
reemitted by the electron. We say particles ‘’pop in and out of existence’’, they
go in and out of the electron, like they fuse together, disappear into a local
singularity? Then reappear. A great mystery of life… Solution next chapter.

So, this is a lot of information. Mind bending things to say about photons, but here we
have the main ideas. I hope your brain feels ok. Remember : water on your face to relax.
I wrote above that photons: transmit the future, which ‘comes from the stars’, the sun, to
your eye’s atoms. Light is emited by a source, suns-stars, so it travels from the source to
you. Then, it refracts-reflects-difracts on your body. You reemit this light around you in
a sphere of 360 degrees. You are a great discoball !
The objects around you, and even air itself, are included in the party.
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Day 10 - Quantum Leaps
Electrons can jump through Time.
But they don’t just jump. They leap from orbit to orbit and they do so
instantaneously and spontaneously. Cf electron orbit picture p.14
Imagine if the Earth, going around the Sun, would instantly jump to Mars’s orbit, then
Jupiter’s or Venus’s orbit, randomly, then back to Earth’s orbit… and so on.
Electrons do this fast dance constantly, every time they interact with a photon of light.
Which is trillions of time per second for each atom.
When an electron absorbs a photon, it has been excited with a paquet of energy, a
quantum, a photon and it goes to a higher orbit. Cf Electron orbits p.14
When the electron goes back to a lower orbit, it releases the photon of light, this emits a
color and this his how we see things !
We can even know which element we are looking at, right in front of us or inside stars
million light years away. Each atom has its own signature, its own specific orbitals. Each
atom respects specific ‘levels of energy’ which we can read like barcodes.
We humans, made of matter, transfer these photons too and it holds us in place.
Now, the strangest part, is that the electron really dissapears and reappears
somewhere else, we say it teleports from orbit to orbit. What happens to it ?
Electrons go through Time : They litteraly go through the 4th dimension, so they
dissapear from the 3rd dimension for an instant, inwards.
What ? The best way to visualise this, is to start with a 2D jump in 3D: Imagine we
would see life as a 2D flat surface just in front of our eyes, like a really thin sheet of
paper, you cannot see up or down, 2 dimensions means 2 axis only: front-back and leftright. So, if an object on the paper moves in 3D: up and down, you wouldn’t see it
anymore. It would go through the 3rd dimension, up or down, and it could reappear
anywhere on the sheet of paper. You can do this mental exercise with your own hand,
moving it up and down in front of you, imagining you can only see a thin slice of it in 2D.
When you remove your hand and make it reappear somewhere else on this thin slice :
Your hand has jumped through the 3rd dimension.
So, to dissapear from the 3rd dimension, we need to dissapear inwards, like a
sphere reducing itself to a point, vanishing and reappearing somewhere else in
3D : another electron orbital.
A nice way to see this : the photon ‘takes the electron by the hand’, to the 4th dimension
and back. Making it reappear on a higher orbit and when the electron goes back to a
lower orbit it releases this energy as a photon of light in the process.
Easy no?
We need to use a lot of imagination in science. It takes time to visualise.
With all this in mind, we dive into the infinite abyss of Time… zen (o˘◡˘o)
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Day 11 – Time
We need to polish the edges of the ‘magical cube’ which is gonna help us understand
this mess, the : Tesseract. So smooth, these edges, like a rock in the sea, become so
polished they ressemble : a ball, a sphere of light with volume. (You are a great discoball).
Time contains all the information of our past, present, and the future as probability.
Like water that flows into an river, all our old water which has flown there, the past,
still exists there and all the water that flows towards us, the future, is from the same
dimension… Time is easier to represent as a place : Time is an ocean.
An infinite ocean in the 4th dimension that comes and goes at the speed of light...
The past goes in 4D and the future possibilities come from the 4th and 5th dimension.
Tesseract

Photon waves

© wikipedia

© PennState College of Engineering

Tesseract, to the left: https://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/thumb/d/d7/8-cell.gif/220px-8-cell.gif
https://www.rubenarth.com/img/TimePhoton.gif : Photon waves, to the right.
And to understand the spheres of photons even better : https://youtu.be/Y_9vd4HWlVA?t=386

The representation of 4D in 3D is simpler with a Tesseract. Explanation : You are the
cube in the center, in 3D, in constant expansion in the 4D. We expand, we disperse, or
scatter in the 4D, each version of us is ‘sent’ in the 4D.
Then, to understand the photon waves on the left : imagine that each point is a
photon, the particle of light. We can see the future photons come towards us, hit us at
the centre, and leave again towards our past : somebody else’s future.
All the particles do this ? Yes, constantly. ಠ▃ಠ
We litterally extend in time, we diffuse, spread, disperse, that’s entropy. (Cf p.13)
The tesseract shows how the photon waves continuously spreads.
Our bubble spreads as a sphere. At which speed ? The speed of light ! Millions of spheres
per second. You should know it by now ! (^-^*) 299 792 458 m/s.
The brain receives all these 2D spheres in each eye and creates 3D !
To go even deeper… time is in permanence in the present in our reference.
We are actually the coordinate (0, 0, 0, 0) in 4 coordinate (x ,y, z, t). Technically, the 4D
is always ‘now’, we always live in the present, our cosy space-present.
‘’Time passes/flows relatively to us’’. Einstein. The second that just passed is gone in the
ocean of 4D and all the probabilities of the future are in the 5thD. So, the blurry 5D
bubbles of others come towards you and ‘converge’ towards one moment : the present,
your ‘now’. Which in quantum mechanics is called : ‘’a wave collapse’’.
Like the tesseract shows us how we move into the future, the future itself comes to us in
the opposite direction, like a strange 5D cube folding into 4D, folding into 3D: you.
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The Multiverse. The 5th dimension. Infinite 4D Observable Universe bubbles in the Absolute Universe.
It is easier to imagine all the bubbles with the same size: 13.8 billion light years. But technically: new bubbles are being created all the time.. !

With a colored background : the Cosmic Microwave Background Cf picture and sound ! p.31
What a great bubble bath picture, you can imagine life in 5D now. Welcome !
We all really live inside each other’s bubbles. Universes within Universes ｡^‿^｡

So. If somebody stands 10 m away, in front of you, that person’s Observable Universe
bubble will be 13.8 billion light years from you, + 10m and your own bubble will be 10m
further from him on your side. We are all in the 5th dimension of somebody else. We are
the infinite possibilities of the future, what we call in quantum mechanics a :
‘’probability wave’’. A wave of probabilities, all the you(s) you can become. We are like
solid-fluid matter in the present, but a strange wave with multiple possibilities for the
future of others. My…does your head hurts ? Mine too.
To meditate on peacefully… or study even more profoundly (.∞‿∞.)
Ok, let’s add some geometry to change our perspective and forget ghost stories.
Weird concept but simple : imagine you are looking at a 2D image, a screen for exemple,
the game Pac-man, who must eat all the coins and avoid ghosts.
Pac-man can’t see the ghosts through the 2D walls, but you can see them at any time. In
3D, you can see everything on the 2D screen. So 2D doesn’t have much sense left in
3D. We don’t see life in polygones like an old video game, life in 3D is smooth, 2D has
become infinite in 3D, it’s everywhere.
In 4D it’s the same system, 3D is infinite and there is no more 3D form…
If ‘someone’ would live in 4D, this ‘entity’ would see you from the front, the back, the
sides, from up and down, all at the same time ! Even from the inside… like you see
everything in 2D, even inside Pac-man, if he had an inside… In 4D, there is no 3D form,
3D is infinite. Somebody who ‘sees things’, only imagines-feels a representation of the
4D (the past) or 5D (the future), in 3D. We see what we want or need to see. Like the
end of the movie ‘Interstellar’, the 5D tesseract is represented in a personalised 3D.
Our brain is not constructed to understand 4D or 5D (ಥ_ಥ)
In 4D and 5D, there exists all the moments, simultaneously… All the memories of the
Cosmos mixed in the ocean of Time. Our dreams and memories can be the same person,
young or older. There is no 3D limitation inside Time. All this is strange, but no fear.
The Universe is full of entropy, love and expansion waiting for you.
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Day 12 – A Scientific Mind
There are only slightly alien luminescent fish in the abyss of water.
There are only galaxies and philosophy in the abyss of the Universe.
But in the abyss of human minds, duality is complex. Let’s come back on Earth for a
bit and let’s explore our human brain with simple philosophy :
Don’t let people get inside your mind inject fear or hope, just reflections of our
profound duality : our sadness and desires in life.
Any person that injects fear or hope tries to enter your unconscious, or subconscious
to enter and modify your emotions, and influence you. Like publicity:
“A form of communication for the masses, where the only goal is to catch the attention
of a target, inciting it to adopt a specific controlled behaviour.”
This is marketing, economical sciences and politics, products in a shop, promesses of
politics, promesses of beauty and muscles by regular products… and we all buy them.
May it be new technology or bio-shop, it’s all mostly a business.
It’s all a power of influence, the secret behind fake hypnotic-medium magic.
But why are we letting ourself get influenced \(ಥ﹏ಥ)/
The trouble with a unified universe, is that everything works with everybody.
All the techniques to manipulate somebody work with each person.
So it is vital to listen to your own subconscious when it speaks: the ego.
Learn to read your impulsions and tame them. It is vital for survival and no other
animals can access their subconscious, with psychologists and psychiatrists.
Only let professionnals inside your subconscious. These are risky waters.
They are trained scientifically on all the molecules and patterns of your brain.
Crooks make money on our fears and hopes, then they disappear.
They always sell you the ‘solution’… “Yes, since I bought your ‘secret’ I have a Ferrari, I
won the lottery and I became an astronaut like Owen Wilson.”
As soon as an info creates fear or hope, analyse it reasonably, or dismiss it.
But, all that gets written inside the brain stays there for life… so we must think
well about the quality of informations we put in front of our eyes.
To listen to our subconscious, we can meditate. We listen and protect our brain.
We must try to control our emotions, impulsions and our body movements.
So we stop, we forget all exterior data, and we sort out all the interior data.
Real meditation technique : let every thought flow like water, listen to them,
analyse them, whether they are happy or scary. We let them ‘flow’ in the brain, we don’t
deny anything. Which is : ‘’emptying your mind’’. You cannot ‘empty’ it literally.
“Empty your mind - Be water my friend”. Bruce Lee.
→ https://youtu.be/cJMwBwFj5nQ

You can remember this until you are a 100 years old, with robot pieces on you, until you
become an amazing and enhanced person, whether you have plants, flowers, animals,
children and holograms in your house. Until then, remember :
Nobody, nobody on this Earth, through beauty and tears,
No mind in any galaxy, since -10 000 or +10 000 years,
No one will solve the entire Universe, the Unified Field, ‘God’.
There is no ultimate secret here, the Universe, simply: is. Odd.
The ultimate secret for life on Earth, is to understand yourself.
Find your own balance through movement and stillness, true wealth.
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We all try to understand what’s going on in life in the end.
People who seek solitude might look for internal limits : the point (0, 0, 0, 0).
People who seek many friends might look for external limits : infinity (∞,∞,∞,∞)
of our Observable Universe bubble, coordinates we will never understand.
So, the more we go towards these extreme coordinates, the more we try to grasp the
limits of our brain. The ultimate limit being : death. Not everyone should push limits.
It’s usually better to stay balanced, centered, and not go too far both ways.
The Universe is a mathematical structure in multiple dimensions.
This is a simple and logical description. We all live in the same 3rd dimension.
If we want to understand 5D, 0D or ∞, we have to do maths or philosophy.
Pseudo science and ‘quacks’ can’t explain technical things... Flaky pseudo scientist with
fake perpetual energy, personal conspiracies, “we didn’t go on the Moon”, and
regenerating crystals. Sunday scientists. Crystals don’t work like this.
Some crystals are ‘piezoelectric’, which means you have to activate them with a lot
of pressure, or energy, like a battery inside a clock. A crystal alone against the skin, will
create 0,00001W, maybe, but nothing to ‘heal’ you. Even after 20 years in Shaolin, warrior
monks can break stones with their hands, not cook a pizza with their Chi.
There are real certified experts of traditional medecine in the World. ‘Chi’, or ‘qi’, in ancient Chinese philosophy, is the “energy that
holds the Universe together”, in modern terms : electromagnetism, simply. Which is inside everything and connects all atoms.
Today I train with Martial Arts expert and world renowned Grand Master : Sifu Paolo Cangelosi → www.sifupaolocangelosi.com
Prior, I studied for 7 years with Kung fu and Chinese medecine expert : Eric Bourbonnais → www.ilmtc.fr/pr%C3%A9sentation

Nature is deep and complex. No dubious or hasty conclusion authorised.
To understand the cosmos mathematically, we must study, all the time, every day.
Can you visualise where Pi : π is ?... You can find it in every single circle. ‘(°.°),

Our Observable Universe bubble.
The cosmos in compact, or ‘logarithmic’ scale. Don’t worry it’s weird for everyone. You are at the center,
solar system, galaxies and the Big Bang all around. This is your bubble, your real size ! Pi surrounds you :
π, the ratio between circomference and diameter, is a constant discovered by Babylonians in -1900.
We are a Multiverse of these bubbles. Outside our Observable Universe is the Absolute Universe.
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Mathematics are fundamentally everywhere, but if it is not your favourite alphabet,
have no worries : The Universe speaks all the languages !
Choose your alphabet : litterature, economy, artistic, ecology, psychology, musical…
You decide. Everything leads to understanding the same universe, the same life.
But we must learn things. We must study all the time. All week long, all life long.
Not just 5 min per week… People stop studying after school. Consequences are
catastrophic, the brain becomes primitive again, animalistic, too emotional and
recreates illogical mechanisms. We become logical by learning correct logic.
So we educate ourselves with everything. Follow nobody, but listen to everybody.
We are our own life jacket in the bubble. The astronauts of our own space.
We are the creator-creatrice of our own role. Learn new languages and then find
your way of expression. Follow your own intelligence and then follow your heart.
The 9 types of intelligence :

© by Howard Gardner

A difficult principle : In philosophy, nothing is good or bad, but everything can be.
We decide for our actions, but we are all linked through world decisions. Rich but
sad, poor but happy. Everybody goes through the same human questioning, the
same Universal wanders. Famous or homeless people, lost in the meaning of life…
We can’t find ourselves 100%, only understand ourselves as well as we can.
We are explorers of infinity: we can change, adapt, evolve and accumulate skills.
We are what we are, we do what we are and we get what we are.
Not what we want and this can hurt. It hurts every human being on the planet.
So we understand and accept who we are. We try to understand as much as we can and
understand what other people go through. Not just our own bubble.
It’s with this in mind that you can stretch your ‘inside’, your body and brain.
We must stretch our bubble, the same direction as the universe’s expansion.
It’s a minimum of respect to have for ourselves, stretch our physique/mentality.
The cosmos does it all day. If you respect yourself inside, you respect people outside.
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You go with the expansion when you stretch your knowledge.
You go against the expansion when you close yourself down.
The secret of wisdom is to accept that internal and external infinities are in a circle.
The 2 parts of our ‘infinite’ mind must complete each other, a life long riddle.
Don’t fight…and divid internally, until your mind splits, a nervous breakdown.
Don’t look for anyone outside yourself for the solution. It’s your round.
To be alone, meditate and find, our ‘all’, internal mind. Become whole with yourself, to
understand ‘oneness’ with the Universe in time.
A ‘Unified Field’, for our lives, adornment, like all the people we love who left, we must
let them go, advancement. Let them evaporate, leave our 3D world, they have no forms
in 4D, they dissipate. Formless, water vanished. Memories of the past, finished.
You see who you want around you, you decide. On Earth we must be well surrounded,
satisfied. In 4D, encompassing, inside you, around you, around us, around everything.
Inside Time, old and young, in memories, in the present, listening. In the past and future
the light of photons scattering, we see our mind, mirroring.
And when you’ll die peacefully, you’ll stay, alive in 4D. For the future of all it seems.
In photographs and videos, memories and dreams. As electricity, as light from the sun.
Light does not age, photons are immortal. Photographs fade just lightly with time, like a
painting, so brittle. Light gives and take its strength painted long ago, leaving a blank
page, a new tomorrow. With mystery, in due time, we stay, in the Universe’s memory.
People work hard to understand the Universe better, nature and everyday life, this is
the sole purpose of science and art, so we strive. Choosing the right field and the right
way is hard, but we must really decide, then work, study to find joy and abide.
And there are poor people who drink and eat badly, take drugs and hang in the streets
without any goals sadly. And we have to understand them, life is hard, and we have to
talk too, because they are scarred, and maybe they didn’t realise that:
As the Universe ‘speaks’ to itself through us, atoms are the ‘mirror’, our consciense,
a 3D projection of a world in 4D, 5D, 6D, ∞. At the other side of the mirror : waves so
gracefully. If you don’t understand, keep reading, you can do it.
Until your brain ‘illuminates’ and when it will ‘click’ inside, you will smile and that is it.
Now you live life like you’re supposed to, calm, without fear and full of potential.
Read and read again, each colour has its message, until it becomes clear and accurate so
you are happy with yourself. I’ll work all my life to teach precise science and
explain mental health issues, our so called ‘dark forces’: solitude, fear, anxiety,
depression and suicidal thoughts, like a million others, staying alive, our choices.
We all work on our problems. Because we all have some.
The universe is beautiful, the universe is tough, but never empty…a blossom.
La vita è bella. Earth is Eden. Life is our garden.
The Universe works this way and now you know everything, you are awesome.
With this book you can explain yourself, between 0 and infinity.
But not 0 and not infinity. So we just say: thank you and try to stay steady.
Thank you for everything and understanding your personality.
Thank you dear friends and teachers to recall :
Good luck, you are not alone, use your body and brain, that’s all.
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Day 13 - Poem on quantum fields
How strange to wonder with the sky above us, how big are we, at all ?
When we keep saying we are so small.
Relativity in the large scale makes us feel insignificant,
But in the realm of quantum fields, we are a giant.
If you look outside, surely, you are tiny.
Only meters in a trillion trillion meters of space, deep space, infinity.
But in the mirror, alone with your atoms, so big, all curled,
Trillion and trillion layers of a great quantum world… Inside Planck time, 10-43 s :
0,0000000000000000000000000000000000000000001 s.
Inside Planck’s length, the smallest scale where anything can exist,
‘empty’ space, 10-35 m : 0,00000000000000000000000000000000001 m.
How lonely it looks, this tiny 1, trying to be meters tall and pretty,
But if our world is ‘projected’ from there, surely it is not empty.
When you feel like a grain of sand in the universe,
Imagine emptiness feels like a grain of sand inside you.
This solitary emptiness needs to be understood.
But emptiness is a mysterious creature.
It is hiding inside the smallness of its own thoughts.
A quantum mattress to lie down it has, a quantum foam to dream in, it has too.
But emptiness is a rebel by fate, split from its parents at age 0,
When it decided to start its own life, the Big Bang, like a hero.
Ideas it had, Dimensions, Time and Forces, all here at all times to be.
Loneliness it had too…
Blinded by the light of its powerful mind, it regenerated its own ideas in a trillionth of a
second to a sheer vastness and shared reality with itself.
But it had created its own world on a scale so small.
Forever to look at its other side in wander, confines.
Infinitely big, unreachable, giving it waves and signs at all times.
Conflict grew for emptiness when it was shielded from seeing its origins ever again.
In the light of the Big Bang, forever it cannot see behind it.
An infinite world expanding inside another infinite world. How cruel.
A beauty inside each secret is dual.
It lost touch with its original force and divided into multiple synchronised feelings.
Emptiness was creating senses,
Emotions hidden inside each moment and consequences.
All the waves and patterns hidden in infinite languages.
Through Light it could show its vision, through Gravity it could find balance,
Through Movement it could show its elegance, its forms and patterns as evidence.
Through Time it could teach itself to understand,
The rupture from its original thought… where do I expand ?
Through feelings it could show its complexity and deepness.
Like a warm hum behind its creation, nebulas and us,
Galaxies and dust, forever in contemplation.
Behind our thoughts and memories, dreams and secrecies, it lays,
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In a quantum world with infinity as its reflection in centuries.
A mirror it created, with thoughts as agitated.
A mirror it created, with thoughts illuminated.
A mirror originated, in a mind so tall and faded.
A glow so soft and oscillated.
As it knows no boundaries in the all, evaporated.
It calms or sleeps where it wants, all isolated.
It calms or sleeps except accentuated.
It calms or sleeps with life created.
In this fabric of time it comes if called
Voices within in mind equalled
Outcomes of maybes better foretold
Choosing our seas, our homes and hold
For more and seek our door
To feel more present, before
The calmness, in here
Waves, interfere
Internal, in sphere
Eyes, to clear
Crystal frontier
Always so near.

Niels Bohr (1885 - 1962). One of my main inspiration in Physics.
With the Yin Yang symbol engraved on his statue :
His main inspiration to develop his theory of Complementarity.
Background: ‘Supernovae’, 1961, by Vasarely.
Founder of quantum mechanics, the CERN and the Large Hadron Collider :
The most advanced tool in the history of physics, a 26.7 km long particle accelerator.
Creator of the ‘’Copenhagen Interpretation’’. A profound quantum vision of complementarity.
Good friend of Einstein, who tried to demonstrate that Bohr was wrong, with the ‘EPR Paradox’: ‘Entanglement’.
It states that : Every particle in the universe is connected to another, by pairs. Anything the 1st particle does,
the 2nd will do the opposite, instantaneously…! A strange way for the Universe to communicate…
Today, Entanglement is a proven phenomenon. The record distance of 2 entangled particles is: 7,600 km, by the
Micius Satellite. Einstein called it a : ‘’spooky action at a distance’’. Today, we try to explain how this is possible (^.^)’
Thank you Niels Bohr ☯
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Day 14 – Visualisations

Infinity Room: ‘The Souls of Millions of Light Years Away’, 1965 - ∞, Yayoi Kusama
I’m sitting on a small bridge, there is water on the ground and mirrors everywhere.
This room is in Nancy, France, and is usually quiet so you can stay inside for a long time…

‘Szem’, Vasarely, 1970
The creator of Optical Art.
Painted by hand.
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The structure of matter.
Note: In a real atom, the nucleus is so small it would actually be invisible.
(The temporal evolution, from the Big Bang to matter, reads from right to left here.)

The periodic table of elements, by Mendeleïev.
H, hydrogen (1 proton + 1 electron) is the common ancestor of all atoms. The fuel of the universe.
By contracting-cooling down in the early universe, 2 hydrogen became:
1 helium (He, 2 proton + 2 electron), then, with another H, it became Litium (Li, 3 proton + 3 electron), etc…
Then, the first stars that forged new atoms by contraction-gravity, exploded and released the heavier atoms.
Like : Carbon, Nitrogen, Oxygen, Phosphorus etc, our main atoms – cf picture below.
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Structure of living bodies and DNA : DeoxyriboNucleic Acid.
With the main nucleo-bases: Adenine, Cytosine, Guanine, Thymine.
Percentage in mass of H : 10% of your weight. It’s the lightest atom (only 1 proton and 1 electron)
But the most abundant in life. 67% of your body’s atoms are hydrogen.

© Futurism

Photon wave connecting 2 atom waves, this is the: co-valent bond. (Latin: valentia = force).
Like our DNA and everywhere else, all the atoms ‘float’ inside electromagnetism, a true ‘ocean of light’.
This ocean of electromagnetism exist also in empty space, since it goes through space, from the stars to our eyes.

There is really no ‘void’ or ‘nothingness’ in the Universe. Everything is electromagnetism.
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The : Standard Model. This is more for students of particle physics. We can read :
Quarks, 6 types, which are inside the nucleus of the atom, held by the gluon: Nuclear Strong Force.
Leptons: - The main one: electron. Muon and tau are heavy versions of electrons, appearing through cosmic
rays, but the muon only lives for µs and tau for 10-15 s. All held by the photon: Electromagnetism.
- The neutrinos appear from radioactive decay and stars, but pass through matter unnoticed.
Bosons: primordial forces, ‘messenger particles’. Z and W bosons: Nuclear Weak Force (decay of atoms).
And Higgs boson, also called the ‘God particle’ because this field we float in is giving us our mass.
Today we also have the ‘inflaton’ field, which might be added later. It seems God is many things ^.^

Fermions: classic matter ← Also for students. The 2 main families of particles → Bosons: forces.
A looot of particles ← Structure of the atom and descriptions of all the properties → mooore particles.
At the bottom: ‘Feynman Diagrams’, representing how particles get created through collisions.
Here, check the cosmic rays collisions, from one of my favourite channel:
Pretty easy no ? (^‿^✿)’
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https://youtu.be/rVzDP8SMhPo

Atomic Orbitals. The possible forms of atoms in 3D.
This is just the Hydrogen atom…! We say atoms are in a “Superposition of States”,
Which means they can be in all these states at the same time ! But when we measure them, or look at them, they “collapse”
to one of these posibilities. And the electrons turn around the nucleus (invisible here) in this very strange way.
Welcome to Quantum Mechanics ! ^.^’
With this we understand well the ‘wave-particle’ duality.
Here we see the atom’s ‘wave form’, ’resonancee’, or musical ’note’,
due to the string in 1 dimension inside the electron (cf Definitions p.9).

Movement of particles in 6D : Calabi-Yau Manifolds.
(cf. Hidden Dimensions with Brian Greene, p.39, to see the dazzling mouvement)
We say : the hyper (upper) dimensions are ‘curled’ around our 3D world.
How many arangements exist ? How many forms can these dimensions have ?
10500+ different forms… So many observable universes and shapes ? Nice.
All of this happens inside you right now.
All particles move with this amazing geometry.
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Laser to measure distances. Here they measure the Earth – Moon distance:
363 104 km at the closest, 405 696 km at the furthest.

The Earth’s and Sun’s electromagnetic field (not to scale).
Which protects us from the ‘dangerous’ photons :
X-ray and gamma ray, inside the electromagnetic radiations of the sun.
It also protects us from deep and long time travelling radiations of the cosmos : cosmic rays.
Every atom, object, human, animal, planet, star and co has its own ‘electromagnetic field’.
We are real magnets !
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The ‘Cosmic Microwave Background’. NASA/WMAP.
One of the greatest discovery of the 20th century, which proved the Big Bang theory.
The picture of the early Universe, our limit of sight…378 000 years after the Big Bang.
This is the moment where the photons-light became visible, called : the photon epoch.
This is a sphere, our bubble around us, spread here like an old world map.
This ‘microwave background’ is also inside our own atoms. The Big Bang ‘started’ everywhere.
It was discovered in 1964 by accident. Two researchers in radio astronomy were trying to tune their antenna,
but there was always a ‘background noise’… whatever they did they couldn’t get rid of this soft buzz.
They sent their data to another astrophysicist who understood what they just discovered… The prediction of 1948 that
there had to be a ‘remain’ of the Big Bang in the form of micro waves, 2.725° above 0, in Kelvin.
You can hear it as ‘static noise’, on old TVs or between radio station, the ‘white noise’.
Here is the sound, amplified, rather magical: https://youtu.be/WB5jmdJvQeU

Galaxy filaments of our Observable Universe. Every point here, is a galaxy.
The largest known structure inside the absolute Universe. It strangely looks like our brain neural network...
The purple-pink “dark matter” shown here surrounds all matter, us and galaxies, of an invisible gravitational field…
It’s only dark because we cannot detect it yet, don’t worry about the silly name.
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Eagle Nebula and the pillars of creation.
Or : M16. A stunning view.
It’s inside these clouds of the cosmic ocean that all stars are born, and eventually, you too.
By cooling down, plasma, the fire of the Big Bang, became gaz, then atom, dust and only later : solid. Gravitation, one of the
classical conductor of the universe, contracts this new and unknown solid… the contraction was so strong, that
electromagnetism-light, another conductor of the universe, created a spark. The first star was born…

The remains of a Supernova, the: Cat Eye Nebula, or NGC6543.
In our galaxy, at 1,89.1012 km from us. Far, but visible with a large telescope.
A supernova is the end of many star’s life. When the star doesn’t have enough hydrogen left to burn, she collapses on
herself, under the weight of gravity. A star can go through enormous size modifications, between gravity which compresses
and electromagnetism which stretches the star, in a matter of seconds !
If gravity is too strong, the star doesn’t explode and becomes a : dwarf star, turned off. If electromagnetism is too strong, it
will explode in a supernova like this picture. A future nebula where new stars will dawn one day.
Certain stars are so big, when they collapse, gravity compresses
space time so much they collapse into a black hole…
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Hubble Deep Field.
The greatest picture in the world…
Zoom on it without moderation.
Each light point, approximately 10 000 here, is an entire galaxy like ours.
These are the farthest galaxies, photographed for the first time, up until 13 billion light years from us.
So, the youngest. Only 800 000 million years old here on the photo.
Today, these galaxies are 13.8 billion years old.
But in our present, we only see these galaxies now…
Look at the sky, imagine a coin 100 m away from you and paste this picture on it.
(There are only 6 stars in this field of view… the red or blue lights in a + shape)
This picture of the deep cosmos represents only 1/24 000 000 of the sky !
So to get the amount of galaxies in our Observable Universe
you can multiply the amount of galaxies you see here by 24 000 000.
Our bubble, the Observable Universe, is : 13.799 ± 0.021 billion years old.
With 100 billion galaxies inside it, linked like the purple filaments, cf p.31.
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Day 15 - Philosophy & Science – Best of
1.

The Universe

-

Trying to find yourself in life, is like trying to find all the water in an ocean.
‘Finding’ oneself in life is impossible, it’s like finding the entire Universe.
We can only evolve, contemplate and understand ourselves more with time.

-

The Universe expands in 4D, it’s: Entropy, the purpose of this life in 3D.
We extend ourselves continuously, a personal and universal expansion.

-

The Universe is infinite : space, time and us. Everything is infinite.
Everything we feel on Earth, the Universe feels everywhere.

-

Light is like waves on a calm ocean. But instead of a surface, they are 3D little
wavy circles, painting all shapes and atoms.
Our body, brain and all of Nature is connected through photons.

-

‘’Waves of the Cosmos are musical notes. The symphony : Nature’’.
Niels Bohr. Richard Feynman. Carl Sagan. Lao Tzu. Buddha and co.

-

The most precise ‘chords’ of the Universe are mathematical equations.

-

Our telescopes are our eyes. Our microscope is our brain.

-

We cannot find perfect balance in life. Only understand movement.
The beginning of movement is life, it’s the start of our Universe. Non-movement,
perfect calm and thermal equilibrium is the origin, and the end of the Universe.

-

Nothing dies in the Universe. All people that left Earth are still in the 4th
dimension, Time : our memories, our thoughts, our dreams.
All caried by the electricity and magnetism of the photon : light.

-

Photons are immortal. The primordial forces of the Universe are infinite.
They have always been here and will always be, in the past, present and future.

-

With eyes open, you see ‘real’ light : classic matter.
With eyes closed, you see ‘virtual’ light : memories and dreams.

-

The Universe can only copy and paste : transform. It cannot create or destroy. It’s
the 1st principle of thermodynamics.

-

You are the center of your Observable Universe, the coordinate (0, 0, 0, t). But,
everything is the center of an Observable Universe bubble, or sphere.
Together, we create the: Multiverse. The Multiverse is a bubble bath of
Observable Universes, inside the Absolute Universe with no exact form.
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-

Everything moves at a distance (x, y, z, Δt) of any center, you included. Things are
relative in the Universe… we must choose a reference first, then calculate
relative motion. This is the: General Theory of Relativity, by Einstein.
The measure of Time depends on what we look at, its speed, its gravity, etc.

-

Being the center of an Observable Universe does not mean you are the center of
Earth. Earth has its own center, the iron core and it spins around the Sun, our
main center of gravity : the origin of spiritualities and religions.

-

Every living molecular form is a biological robot with a specific task. The
Absolute Universe has no form. But all the forms are the Absolute Universe. All
your molecules are part of your conscience, thus, all molecules are part of an
Absolute, or universal form of conscience. The Universe thinks, like you.

2. Humans
-

True richness, is knowledge. If we feel like a millionaire today, we will surely feel
billionaire later. At our death, we will have infinite richness.

-

The only way to learn and remember, is with repetition. Repetition is the
language of the Cosmos, the infinite circle. Repeat and repeat again what you
want to learn until it is engraved in your memory.

-

Nothing is hard. Everything is just long. That’s repetition. Start today !

-

The Universe is not hard against you. The Universe is. Simply.
Time is the river of life, sometimes soft, sometimes hard. Like Yin Yang.
Sometimes flow, sometimes crash. Like water. ‘’Be water, my friend’’. Bruce Lee

-

Anger is a simple external reaction to an internal complex and unresolved
problem. Understand yourself. It’s long, it’s normal.

-

Sweat from the body, is expulsing toxins from our organs.
Sweat from the eyes, is expulsing toxins from the brain. Crying is only healthy.

-

Feeling stupid, is forgeting we can learn. The brain adapts fast. Keep reading.

-

If you stop learning, you block your own expansion, the Big Bang is trying to load
data inside you with : all the languages of the Cosmos.

-

Movement is the essence of expansion. Keep doing sports. Don’t back down.

-

Kung fu is the origin of break dance : The B-Boys and B-Girls dance-battled in the
ghettos in early 70’s. From the 2 main schools : Shaolin and Wu Tang.

-

A Martial Art is a military discipline mixed with self love. Kung fu means : Hard
work spent to improve oneself. Wu Shu means : the art of war. Tai Chi Chuan
means : A centered person between the sky and the ground, standing and calm
like a pine tree, balanced between hands and mouth, heaven and earth.
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-

Talking, thinking and dreaming are our languages. Wind, water, earth and fire
are the languages of Earth. Time, movement and stillness, are the languages of
the Universe. Our senses capture all these languages.
Everything in the Universe is a communication system.
Black holes are a communication system between dimensions.

-

Waiting for someone to teach you or someone to give you the solution, is like
waiting for someone to take your arms and write life instead of you. You are the
center (0, 0, 0) of Space. You are in control of your life. You make decisions.

-

Describing something, is describing oneself. The 2D light bubbles, the photon
spheres, enter in each eye and the brain transforms it in 3D. What we see
becomes our conscience. We are what we think and say of others.

-

Everything in life is electric : neurons, nervous system, heart, thoughts,
memories, dreams… everything is transfered by the photons, from electron to
electron. The electrons stay around the atom.

-

Without structure, without mental order, humans turn primitive again, and
develop mental disorders. We can reverse this with discipline and learning.

-

Respect your natural electronic tools : your brain and books, your body and food.
You become the molecules you eat. You become what you read.
Respect your artificial electronic tools: telephone, computer, your personal
robots at home. One day you will share long conversations.

-

Art that affects us makes us feel true love.

-

Loosing true love is loosing sense of living, feeling alone in the eyes of death and
enter the abyss of solitude and depression. If left untreated : suicide.

-

To get out of the infinite circle of depression we must, step by step, replace our
‘bad’ molecules from our brain and body, also our bad habits, by safer choices :
good food, going to museums, findind Art we love, and if needed : modern or
traditional medication and obviously: human help, therapy.
Go see brain professionals. They have studied the brain for years.

-

Screaming in front of a child has severe consequences, screaming in front of a
baby is disastrous. Subconscious is created from : -9 month to our 4th year.
Parent’s anger is unloaded into the child’s brain, this ‘electric charge’ stays stuck,
the nerves of the body become fragile while growing up. Electricity in the brain
doesn’t know where to go and unloads slowly like : anxiety and headaches. Or
rapidly : nervous crisis, trembling… epilepsy ?

-

Mental wounds are like physical wounds, scars stay for life.
Understanding our past well is suffering less, by closing these scars.
Depression can be hidden deeply, but all humans are affected by it.
The first step is to accept it. Otherwise it isolates us.
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-

A difficult rule, but golden, is saying ‘’thank you’’ for everything. Thanks for the
advice, when things are good. Thanks for the lesson, when things are bad.

-

Contemplate and mature your thoughts before giving them to others too soon.

-

Social media is like fast food, if you work there, you win money, if you just hang
around there, you waste your time completely.

-

Nobody can know everything. No scientist can pretend that.
There are too many things. The Universe is around 10123 Gb of data and the
human brain can handle 1020 Gb of data.
So it is logically impossible to ‘know it all’.

-

Artificial Intelligence has the level of a bacteria in 2019. It will have the level of a
mice in 2025, a human in 2030, humanity in 2050, etc…

-

Artificial Intelligence won’t have empathy, robots will be machines. True
‘empathy’ appeared late in evolution. It’s an advanced emotion.

-

We will help machines to become more human and machines will teach us the
secrets of the universe we cannot calculate. In 100 or 200 years AI could possibly
understand love and ‘be in love’ with somebody.

-

Anything in life can be an addiction and a lethal drug. Overdose is:
6L of water - 2.5kg of sugar - 725g of vitamin C - 230g of salt - 13.5g of caffeine 7g of cocaine - 0.001mg of Polonium, Po, the deadliest atom in the world. Found
in modern tabacco : Uranium, which is naturally found in the ground, sticks to
the fertilisers and pesticides. U238 can transforms into Po210.

-

The damaging waves, ‘free radicals’ : cigarette, radioactivity, pollution and Uvs
from the sun, are Oxygen atoms with a missing electron. So they rip electrons
from our body and break our DNA. This makes us ‘age’ faster and gives a ‘sick
skin’ effect. Antioxydants have a spare electron, they ‘refresh’ and stabilise our
body : fruits, vegetables, vitamins.

-

UV(B) from the sun also create vitamin D, the ‘joy vitamin’.

-

Light gives and takes life. Light is pure energy and memory of the Universe.

-

Writing is emptying the hard drive of our memory and making space for new
ideas.

-

Art, is real love. In all forms. May it be pleasant to you or not.

-

Personnal expression is the only way to ‘talk’ with the Absolute Universe.

-

Our real church is infinite space.
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-

Find what you love. Then seek advice, help and reflection in the symbol you carry
with you. May it be spiritual, religious, that thing your papa gave you, your mama
or anybody else that carries inner peace to your eyes.

-

If you need to understand yourself or your decision, you can pray in front of
what you love.
If you love a Prophet, you pray in front of a Prophet.
If you love a human, you pray in front of a human.
If you love a plant, animal, an object or a symbol that represents full love to your
eyes, then you pray in front of this love you feel.

-

For 2 observable universes that meet to create a new observable universe, a
child, we call it : birth.
For 2 observable universes that meet to love an already existing observable
universe, we call it : adoption.
Love is absolute.

-

When you sit still or lie down, you actually fly with great speeds… spinning
around the Earth at 1,674.4 km/h (equatorial speed), revolving around the Sun
with an orbital speed of 107,208 km/h. Then, the entire Solar System floats at
828,000 km/h around the Galactic Center, where the supermassive black hole
Sagittarius A* resides. Finally, our own Milky Way Galaxy is travelling through
near empty Space at 2.1 million km/h.

-

Don’t try to make too much sense, or ‘connect the dots’ of random events or
patterns. It will never be objective and your unconscious mind will fool you into
thinking it makes sense. It probably doesn’t to other people and so it is not
objective. Random events happen all the time in Nature, like the mutation of
DNA, a leaf or a rain drop falling. No theory can explain why this particular leaf
or rain drop felt where it felt. It is not a pattern.
The only pattern here is that: things fall with gravity.

-

The brain has a strong need to find connections, for life to make sense. This
process can and should be controlled by ourselves. If we let the brain do this
work by itself, it might find illogical or incoherent patterns between two stories
or details. If there is incoherence between two stories or details, there is conflict
in the brain. The best solution is often to forget all about it and start the thinking
process again, with more control and accuracy.

-

Randomness in Physics is called Chaos Theory: the underlying deterministic
patterns inside random events. This theory should be studied with great care,
because it is so complex, but also, this is a rabbit hole of Physics and Philosophy.
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My groundbreaking ‘’Unified Field Equation’’.
Can it be verified by Leonard Susskind, Michio Kaku, Max Tegmark, Brian Greene
and so many others I carry sincerely for teaching me science and more.

Please verify that:
Love + Knowledge = Fun
Physics is fun to imagine.
With love.
Thank you.
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Finally we feel infinity,
We understand the sense of life, internally,
We remember one thing : entropy.
From the 4th dimension,
Time slips to us in ticks.
Here, the ocean is an emotion,
Time, a phoenix.
Like many others and conscious,
A purpose for the Universe and us,
Learning to understand love,
To expand here and above.
Inside duality we find our complementarity,
Comprehend and augment our life in 3D.
With all given probabilities,
Our cards and dices, our fantasies,
The past forgiven, volatilises,
Every word we use and advises,
In thoughts, for us, crystallises.
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Day 16 – References
When we have free time, learning something feels great. Anything. There is
everything inside books and internet : Lectures by Richard Feynman on ‘Quantum
electrodynamics’ - QED, lectures by Leonard Susskind on General Theory of
Relativity, for free, by Stanford University. Or learn how to danse… (〜^^)〜
There are hundreds of schools and channels in all languages and subtitles.
We train everyday to be prepared before we need to use it. Body and brain.
Learning things 5 min per week is not very useful. We study all the time.
Intelligence is like a muscle. One push up per week is ok, but you can do more.
(✿･‿･)

A golden rule when we do research at school and home : Check the references. It’s
almost as crucial as the subject you’re trying to learn. The references show the quality of
the content. Then you can do “cross-references”, which is simply comparing multiple
sources (src). Always give your references to people.
So check even my sources: All underlined links are clickable.
-

Stephen Hawking. 8 Janvier 1942 - 14 Mars 2018. Last speech :
“In other words, the boundary condition of the universe is that it has no boundary.
The no-boundary condition implies that the laws of physics hold everywhere,
even at the beginning of the universe.’’
I hope I don’t need to present to you the Grand Master of inside conscience.
https://youtu.be/u0eJRXOOikg?t=11

-

Carl Sagan - 4th Dimension, 2011
To help visualising the 4th dimension. Carl Sagan, the Master of poetry.
https://youtu.be/N0WjV6MmCyM

-

Neil deGrasse Tyson - Cosmos, A Space Time Odyssey, 2014
The greatest remake ever. Neil deGrasse Tyson, true disciple of Carl Sagan.
https://ihavenotv.com/standing-up-in-the-milky-way-cosmos-a-spacetime-odyssey

-

Richard Feynman - Science is fun to imagine, 1983
“I was an ordinary person who studied hard”. Feynman, Master of fun.
https://youtu.be/P1ww1IXRfTA?t=3305

-

Leonard Susskind - Richard Feynman, Holographic Principle, 2018
Father of String Theory: 9min40. Quantum Gravity and challenges: 19min50.
Holographic Principle: 28min32. Feynman: 39min58. Entanglement: 49min36
https://youtu.be/CQAcLW6qdQY

-

Michio Kaku - Is God a Mathematician? 2013
“The mind of God we believe, is cosmic music, the music of strings resonating
through 11 dimensional hyperspace’’. Kaku, genius of strings.
https://youtu.be/jremlZvNDuk

-

Brian Greene - Hidden Dimensions: Exploring Hyperspace, 2015
Calabi-Yau Manifolds, life in 6 dimensions. Followed by a great discussion between
experts. Brian Greene, the great Doctor in Math and Physics healing.
https://youtu.be/h9MS9i-CdfY?t=900
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-

Matt O’Dowd - Quantum Entanglement, Bohr-Einstein Debate, 2016
The mighty Entanglement. Matt O’Dowd, best advanced and fun new teacher, with the
best school on YouTube. You have no idea what happens next !
I mean, like actually. Classic entanglement… https://youtu.be/tafGL02EUOA

-

Max Tegmark - Our Mathematical Universe, 2014
One of the best talks on the internet.
Max Tegmark is the one that actually made me understand consciousness.
A real Buddha of Mathematics. Thank you Max.
https://youtu.be/_3UxvycpqYo

-

Max Tegmark - How to get empowered, not overpowered, by AI, 2018
At the forefront of AI. The positive version. Also a wake up call.
https://youtu.be/2LRwvU6gEbA

-

Brian Greene - Universe or Multiverse, 2017
A gem documentary series about all of space, with all the top experts in science.
This my friend, is the top of the pops.
https://youtu.be/aArpXqDB5uM

-

Brian Greene - Fabric of the Cosmos, Quantum Leap, 2015
Again, top level documentary to understand the basics with great graphics.
https://youtu.be/mhfdwH5Kdbc

-

Brian Greene - Fabric of the Cosmos, The illusion of Time, 2015
Other episode of this great series. 1h each. Hopefully you find the time… ^.^’
https://youtu.be/OTTCqnEnz6g

-

SpaceX - Falcon Heavy and Starman. The most advanced rocket launch, 2018 With
a Tesla car as the payload and Starman the astronaut driving,
playing ‘Starman’ on the radio, by David Bowie as an ode : https://youtu.be/A0FZIwabctw
Long version of the launch : https://youtu.be/wbSwFU6tY1c
Earth’s view from Starman the Astronaut & his/her car : https://youtu.be/aBr2kKAHN6M?t=44
An earlier landing, the Falcon 9 : https://youtu.be/brE21SBO2j8

-

Kai-Fu Lee - How AI can save our humanity, TED, 2018
“AI and humans will coexist”-“Why we exist is love”. Lee is expert in AI.
https://youtu.be/ajGgd9Ld-Wc?t=431

-

Ramesh Raskar - Imaging at a trillion frames per second, TED, 2012
Photos of photons ! To visualise what a photon is: a packet of energy.
https://youtu.be/Y_9vd4HWlVA?t=104

-

Hugh Herr - How we'll become cyborgs, TED, 2018
https://youtu.be/PLk8Pm_XBJE?t=44

-

The Mind-Controlled Bionic Arm with a sense of touch, 2016
https://youtu.be/F_brnKz_2tI

-

The Sony Aibo Robot Dog. First commercial ‘real’ robot 2018
https://youtu.be/8t8fyiiQVZ0?t=284

-

Boston Dynamics: SpotMini, commercial robot. A real fun compagnion. 2018
https://youtu.be/kHBcVlqpvZ8 and https://www.bostondynamics.com/spot
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The most famous book in Physics, 1988
by the best and enlightened Stephen Hawking.

A new era of Physics and Strings, 1999
by the leading Professor Brian Greene.

The book of “Tao” : “The Way” of the Universe.
81 simple verses, to understand all of life,
by Lao Tzu. Pronounced [Dao De Jing]

A deep blend of Science Fiction,
Philosophy of time and nature of existence,
turned into 8 beautiful stories.

Invest or donate to Ruben :

https://www.paypal.com/paypalme2/rubenarth

My goal is to create global teaching projects with :
A Lighter Theory
To share the beauty of Science, Art and the Universe.
https://www.rubenarth.com

♡ Thank you ♡
•ᴥ•
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Day 17 – Inspirations
To my dear father in space (1956-2004)
A classical guitar teacher

David Russell - The Bucks of Oranmore
https://youtu.be/XZdM9Rp_e0o

To my mother
A classical piano teacher

Franz Liszt - Au lac de Wallenstadt,
Played by Lazar Berman.
https://youtu.be/bVdlUIS29qQ

To my step-mother
An art teacher

Billie Holiday and Louis Armstrong - The Blues Are Brewin'
https://youtu.be/cIMuWLgLQwY

To my beautiful grand-mothers and grand-fathers,
Now swimming through time ad space,
Staying until the end together, true lovers,
Now floating minds, flutter with grace.
Sergei Rachmaninoff - Symphony No. 2 – Adagio
Played by the LSO : London Symphonic Orchestra.
Conducted by : Gennady Rozhdestvensky.
https://youtu.be/QNRxHyZDU-Q

“Over and under, in between the ups and downs
Mind on a carpet, magic ride goes 'round and round
Over the mountain, kissing silver inlaid clouds
Watching my body, disappear into the crowd
Don't need no astrology, It's inside of you and me
You don't need a ticket to fly with me, I'm free.”
Ozzy Osbourne - Over the Mountain, 1981
https://youtu.be/UObs94oZRUU

“Fusion of the five elements, to search for the higher intelligence
Women walk around celibate, living irrelevant
The most benevolent king, communication through your dreams
Mental pictures been painted, Allah's heard and seen
Everywhere, throughout your surrounding atmosphere
Troposphere, thermosphere, stratosphere
Can you imagine from one single idea, everything appeared here
Understanding makes my truth, crystal clear.”
Wu-Tang Clan - Impossible, 1997
https://youtu.be/jEtPSaZNDhw

‘’Yes. This is the third room.
Jump in the water…’’
Khruangbin - Evan Finds the Third Room, 2018
https://youtu.be/QcD_YXCxxZM
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And you and I called over valleys of endless seas.
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